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GENEVIEVE

Prix par semaine en été (basse saison / haute saison)

Prix par semaine en hiver (basse saison / haute saison)

EUR 90 000 / EUR 100 000

USD 88 000 / USD 98 000

Navigation en été

Navigation en hiver

Méditerrannée

Caraïbes & Bahamas

Chantier

Invités

Équipage

1996 (rénové en 2017), Alloy Yachts, New Zealand

9

6

Longueur

Largeur

Nb de cabines invités

36,9m

8,2m

4 cabins (3 × double, 1 × twin, 1 × lit(s) supplémentaire(s))

Tirant d'eau min / max

De type déplacement

Moteurs

3,3m

164 tonnes

1 × 600hp Lugger

Vitesse max

Vitesse de croisière

Consommation de carburant en vitesse de croisière

12 Nœuds

11 Nœuds

50 litres par heure

Notes
,

View yacht on website
Watch yacht video
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GENEVIEVE
À propos de GENEVIEVE

Principales caracté ristiques

GENEVIEVE combines all the elements you could wish

Outdoor cinema screen for up to 9 guests

for on a superyacht charter. She marries a top sailing
pedigree and elegant interior, refreshed in 2017, with a

Shaded deck dining area

host of fun activities and variety of social spaces that
allow the freedom to enjoy time together as a group or to
unwind privately.
Kick o the day with a refreshing dip o the swim pla orm or
enjoy a quiet at white at the pilothouse bar while taking in the
panoramic views as the sun rises in the sky. It’s a short trip
through the sliding doors to the cockpit, where you make plans
for the day over a delicious, freshly prepared breakfast.
GENEVIEVE’S garage is packed with toys; try waterskiing,
wakeboarding or kneeboarding behind one of the yacht’s
tenders, or take a trip to a nearby grotto for a snorkelling
expedition. If you fancy your chances at catching dinner, the
crew will be happy to help you cast a line o the back of the yacht.
An informal lunch is served in the cockpit under the shade of the
bimini, with the water gently lapping at the hull a few feet away.
After lunch, it’s time to nd a new anchorage. There is nothing
that reawakens the spirit like looking up at the mighty unfurled
sails as they propel you through the water. Take the helm, under
the guidance of the captain, or simply relax from the comfort of
the cockpit.
With the anchors lowered, choose between sunloungers on the
foredeck or aft of the helms, the vast sun pad on the sun deck or
the oating in atable sun island. The pilothouse is a popular
base for afternoon games or the plush and homely lower deck
lounge is a perfect sanctuary; curl up with a good book,
occasionally gazing up at the mast through the spectacular
skylight.
Head to the lower deck to change for dinner. The full beam master
suite has ample storage, as well as a spacious en suite bathroom
for a sailing yacht of this length. A VIP queen suite, double cabin
with xed upper single berth, and twin cabin complete the
accommodation arrangement.
With superb views of the quiet anchorage at sunset, sundowners
and canapes are served in the cockpit, while a showreel of the
day’s highlights is played on the dropdown TV. The adults make
their way down to the lower deck dining area to enjoy the chef’s
delicious culinary transformation of the catch of the day, while
the children stay in the cockpit to enjoy a relaxed al fresco dinner
and movie, chosen from the yacht’s extensive entertainment
system.
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Annexes et jeux nautiques

2 x Annexes

2 x SeaBobs

2 x Kayaks

2 x Stand up paddles

Wakeboard

Skis nautiques

Jeux gonflables
tractables

Equipement de pê che

Equipement de plongé e de
surface

Fitness equipment
Please contact your Burgess broker for details.

Veuillez noter que les annexes et les jeux nautiques sont susceptibles de changer régulièrement. Contactez un courtier de Burgess pour les toutes dernières informations.
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GENEVIEVE

Aerial view

Sun deck
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GENEVIEVE

Sun deck

Sun pads
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GENEVIEVE

Foredeck

Upper deck dining area
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GENEVIEVE

Upper deck seating area

Upper deck
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GENEVIEVE

Upper deck lounge cinema

Lower deck lounge and dining area
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GENEVIEVE

Lower deck dining area

Lower deck lounge
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GENEVIEVE

Lower deck aft master cabin

Lower deck aft master cabin
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GENEVIEVE

Lower deck port VIP cabin

Lower deck master bathroom en suite
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GENEVIEVE

Guest bathroom en suite

Watertoys
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GENEVIEVE

Stern view

Cruising
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GENEVIEVE

Waterskiing

Cruising
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GENEVIEVE

Deck plans
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Londres

Monaco

New York

Miami

Dubaï

+44 20 7766 4300

+377 97 97 81 21

+1 212 223 0410

+1 305 672 0150

+971 4 425 5874

Hong Kong

Beverly Hills

Palma

Athè nes

Singapour

+852 6496 2094

+1 310 424 5112

+34 971 495 413

+30 210 967 1661

+65 9665 8990

Phuket

Tokyo

Sydney

Mumbai

+66 7623 9739

+81 46 738 8612

+61 499 945 557

+91 98211 67253

Advertising of these vessel(s) in printed publications, on the internet or in any other medium is not permitted without prior written permission from
Burgess. All particulars are given in good faith and are believed correct but they cannot be guaranteed.
Last updated: 7 novembre 2022
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